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GEAR & GADGETS

Let It
Snow

pull away moisture—and two or
three mid-layers that you can peel
off as your body heat builds up. Ensure everything you wear is made
from wool or a synthetic like nylon
or polyester. “Cotton doesn’t insulate when it’s wet,” said Ms. Fry. “If
you’re out in the winter, it’s going
to freeze.” In a backpack, carry a
rain shell and parka that will keep
you toasty when you stop moving.
Once you’re comfortable hiking
in the cold, check the weather conditions for a clear night and pitch a
tent sufficiently close to your car
that you can bail if your gear or
gumption falls short. “Make it easy
and set yourself up for success,”
said Ms. Matthews.

Winter camping seems
like a masochistic hobby,
but combating the cold is
easier than you think—
and the payoff is a serene
wilderness experience

BY CLINT CARTER

F

OR HIS FIRST time
camping in the snow,
Andrew Deak aimlessly
cobbled together whatever gear he could find:
wool socks, an old ski jacket, gloves
he grabbed at Walmart. And in
place of what should have been a 2inch-thick sleeping bag of ultralight
nylon, Mr. Deak, a financial analyst
in New Jersey, packed a full-size inflatable mattress. “That thing probably weighed 8 pounds,” he said.
What ultimately stung worse
than the blistering cold or his overloaded backpack was the failure of
that mammoth mattress, constructed of shoddy vinyl, to handle
the single-digit temperatures. It
cracked, leaving Mr. Deak to sleep
on the frozen wood deck of the tiny
three-walled lean-to he’d hiked 7.5
miles to find. He woke shivering every few minutes, and what little
sleep he logged was haunted by
dreams of central heating.
You might think such a traumatizing experience would ruin winter
camping for Mr Deak. It didn’t.
What he remembers most from his
adventure is hot cocoa, fresh snow
and an unearthly beauty in the forest around him. “It was a lunar
landscape,” he said. “It felt like we
were conquering the moon.”
From Mr. Deak’s icy “triumph” he

learned that managing the cold, like
managing anything, is a skill. Once
you get the hang of it, you have access to the year’s best camping.
If the wilderness is the drug that
relieves the stresses of a busy, modern life, then winter concentrates
that drug into an extra-strength
dose. “Everything sounds and feels
different when it’s covered in snow,”

said Sienna Fry, manager at the Colorado Outward Bound. Plus, the cold
gives you free rein of the outdoors:
It freezes out mosquitoes and scares
away fairweather campers.
But you needn’t go to the interior of Alaska to get your fix, said
Jess Matthews, a mountain guide
with Washington-based RMI Expeditions. “My recommendation for a

beginner is to just take a small
bite.” Start by searching for snowshoe trails on the National Recreation Trails archives (nrtdatabase.org), and test your mettle with
day hikes to discover how your
body handles the chill.
Before negotiating the trails, pull
on a base layer—a thin covering
that fits snug against your skin to

For always-ready hot chocolate
or coffee, pack a double-wall vacuum insulated thermos with a leakproof lid. Yeti’s 18-ounce Rambler
($29.99; yeti.com) keeps drinks
warm for a full day and is tough
enough to survive a nuclear blast,
so, barring a “WarGames” scenario,
it won’t spill in your bag. And consider a bottle of whiskey, too. “It
can keep you warm,” said Ms. Matthews, “or help pass the time if
you’re stuck in a tent.”
To avoid Mr. Deak’s mistake,
bring the right bedding. Nemo
Equipment’s Sonic Down sleeping
bag ($480, nemoequipment.com) is
rated for 20 below. For near-instant
shelter when you’re trying to withstand winter gusts, MSR’s brawny
Access 2 tent ($600, msrgear.com)
sets up in minutes.
After a shivering, sleepless night,
Mr. Deak bought a lightweight, insulated sleeping pad and has since
camped in the snow a half-dozen
times. “It’s like a hard run or workout,” he said. “In the moment it can
be dreadful. But once you have time
to reflect, you think, ‘Damn. What
an incredible experience.’”

SNOW PACK / HEED THE CALL OF WINTER WITH THE RIGHT EQUIPMENT
FLASH BOILER
Starting a campfire
in the snow is tough.
The Jetboil Flash
makes it easy to melt
snow for steaming
hot cocoa, oatmeal
and dehydrated dinners. Using a standard fuel canister
and ignitor built into
the burner, the 14.5ounce stove-and-pot
set brings a half-liter
of water to boil in
under 2 minutes.
$100, jetboil.com

SNOW FLOATERS
On many trails, snowshoes are required for
winter hiking. Even if they’re not, you’ll want
a pair to prevent post-holing into powder.
Most snowshoes rely on fidgety straps and
buckles, but Tubbs Flex VRT attach to your
boots with a ratchet-style BOA closure
that’s easy to adjust even with thick gloves.
$260, tubbssnowshoes.com

Machine
Learning
Teach eager young nerds to
build their own robots with
kits that mix science and art

IT’S ALIVE!
Makeblock’s kit helps
young scientists build
10 different bots,
including these three.

BALANCE BEAMS
Snow is less predictable than dry ground.
And poles—especially
ones with snow baskets at their ends—offer a big assist when
you’re trying to stay
on your feet. With a
simple clamp, you can
quickly shorten MSR’s
Dynalock Trail Backcountry Poles for uphill
hikes, and then
lengthen them as you
start heading down.
$60, msrgear.com

MY NERDY NEPHEW grew up
on Legos and all the fun (and
foot pain) they bring. Now 14,
he’s developed an interest in
making things that do something.. Enter robot kits, with
machined aluminum
parts, gears, circuits,
sensors and intricate programming
languages. These
kits aren’t just
fun, they sate a curiosity for
complex engineering better
than any Erector Set.
Today’s best schools push
STEM—Science, Tech, Engineering and Math—as a basis for understanding careers of tomorrow.
Makeblock, a China-based
creator of robot kits, focuses
on “STEAM,” integrating an
“A” for the arts and emphasizing
creativity via experimentation
rather than just following rote instructions. For those who have trouble going
off book, their DIY Ultimate 2.0 robot kit
($500, makeblock.com) can be built into any
of 10 iterations, including a self-balancing
two-wheeled rover or smartphone surveillance droid. Holiday gift alert!
When first unpacked, the DIY kit
seems daunting: hundreds of tiny
aluminum shafts, plastic gears and
circuit boards pour onto the carpet. But by following an illustrated
manual through each bot’s three
stages—the physical construction,
the computer “brain” build and the
software programming—my tech-loving nephew both gained a deep understanding of what made his robot whir and was in-

HEAT TRAPPER
Specially constructed
to eliminate cold
spots, the Bight
Gear Caldera parka
is packed with HyperDry European
goose down to
help you retain
heat, yet squishes
into its own
pocket for spacesaving storage. Meanwhile the stretchy cuffs let
you put it on without removing your gloves, and
the drawcord at the bottom allows you to batten the hatch when the wind kicks up. $499,
bightgear.com

spired to experiment like a
mad scientist.
Makeblock’s Robot Arm
Tank kit (near left) only took
us about 3 hours to build. It
uses four motors: two for
rolling, one to raise the robotic arm, one to open and
close its firm grip. Each is
wired to a processing unit
connected to the robot’s
brain (no soldering required).
A wireless receiver that we mounted to its
circuit board receives commands via smartphone. The programming software, which
runs on the app, is actually a cinch to learn.
Makeblock’s kit is what you make of it—we
found this a mind-bending yet thrilling challenge. After we played a while to see what our
little bot could do, my nephew happily tore it
down so he could craft something new incorporating parts left unused in the box, including sensor modules. These help a bot “see” to
avoid objects or to trigger a smartphone
you’ve attached to snap photos. Patience and
curiosity required. —Joshua Fruhlinger
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If the wilderness is the
drug that relieves stress,
then winter concentrates
that drug into an extra
strength dose.

